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NeGOtiate&WIN
 Katherine Collins

How a unified negotiations approach drives 
customer loyalty and more revenue for SAP. 

T
he digital revolution is having a dramatic effect on the 
sales world. Listening to the customer, taking their 
concerns and strategic objectives on board, and using 
their feedback to identify the best possible solution has 

always proved to be an effective strategy. 
However, sales success can also be achieved by avoiding 

signing a bad deal. More customers nowadays are very well 
equipped with professional and well-trained negotiators. If sales 
are not equally equipped with proficient skills and techniques 
this could lead to an unprofitable deal by making too many 
concessions, along with a high level of discount. Or, even worse, 
losing a deal.

“I personally have been in sales for 
a long time and seen many negotiation 
conversations; some were excellent but 
others not to the point,” says Rainer Stern, 
Global Vice President, Sales Acceleration 
and Leadership Programs at SAP. “

So, how does this align with day-to-
day sales activity at SAP, and the way the 
company’s sales enablement function is 
supporting salespeople?

The vision: more profitable deals 
and confidence in negotiating

First, a bit of background…. Over the 
past few years, SAP has sought to further 
intensify its leadership with an aggressive 
growth plan and fundamental changes to its 
core business – specifically, a shift from “on-

premise” to cloud software deployment. This includes offering 
a complete digital transformation roadmap incorporating 
machine learning, artificial intelligence (AI), Internet of Things 
(IoT), and advanced analytics technologies that help turn 
customers’ businesses into intelligent enterprises. 

Along with this strategic shift came ambitious revenue 
goals for the year 2020, including €7.5 billion to €8 billion 
in cloud subscriptions and €26 billion to €28 billion in total 
revenue. 

In Sales Enablement, we knew that to meet these goals, 
we would need to rely heavily on our Account Executives’ 
(AEs) ability to negotiate, as well as their facility to uncover 
needs and bring value to our customers (at a low cost to our 
organisation). This will – from a 2020 revenue standpoint – be 
pivotal to our success in the Digital Age. 

To meet these challenges head-on, we developed the 
NeGOtiate&WIN programme to give AEs the skills and tools 
they need to negotiate with confidence, improve returns, and 
drive SAP’s success. Participants gain insights on how to clearly 
define an efficient negotiation process, become proficient in 
highly effective negotiation tools, and achieve new confidence 
when negotiating with customers.

One single model that sales can apply in 
complex situations

While the main goal was to implement a programme to 
support SAP’s aggressive revenue ambition and massively 
reduce discounts, they noted an additional challenge. “Over 
the last decade we built a network of training vendors teaching 
negotiations,” Stern explains. “By now we had more than ten 
vendors, teaching different negotiations techniques across 
the globe. We have been mandated by the SAP board to solve 

this challenge: one global provider, capable 
of delivering in local languages with one 
methodology.”

Following individual interviews with AEs 
and sales leadership across the five regions, 
the programme team put together a set of 
requirements to choose the right vendor to 
support this programme, including: global 
reach, a proven track record in teaching 
negotiation skills, and offering negotiations 
in 12 local languages. Additionally, it was 
important to select a vendor that could 
provide an easy-to-use framework that is 
immediately applicable to the needs of the 
sales oganisation. 

The NeGOtiate&WIN programme: a 
blended learning approach

 “From the very beginning it was clear to the 

Article summary 
The software and IT industry is undergoing a massive 
transformation as customers look for new business 
models and a way to harness “digital transformation” to 
stay competitive in their markets. While large and small IT 
companies aim to generate business value through digital 
innovations, they are also challenged by more professional 
and trained negotiators. SAP’s global NeGOtiate&WIN 
program enables SAP salespeople to become more 
confident and comfortable negotiating, while improving 
profits and returns for SAP’s aggressive 2020 growth plan. 
This programme is delivered in partnership with Mercuri 
International.  

   Rainer Stern:  “It was clear 
we would need a blended-
learning approach.”

drive attention.  
Continuous development of individuals, as well as at a 

team-level, will reveal where sales directors should add support. 
Driving high internal performance and monitoring for weaker 
areas of the team will help sales directors nurture existing sales 
teams and hire new talent, so that internal sales practices do 
not become complacent in steady economic times. 

3. Align your overall strategy through better 
forecasting  

Strong strategy alignment will prove vital to maintaining 
healthy business performance. While some organisations can 
get by with a poor sales strategy when economic conditions are 
favourable, outdated and lacklustre sales practices will always 
trip up a business’s growth when conditions change, even if 
revenue numbers seemed to be thriving.  

Across the broader business, sales, marketing and 
customer service should all be aligned in their goals so that 
customers know what they are getting from each stage of the 
buying process. For sales leaders specifically, having a better 
forecasting strategy through use of artificial intelligence (AI) and 
data analytics will not only prevent unrealistic sales targets, but 
will also drive overall business credibility and avoid disparities 
between forecast deals, actual sales figures, and the value of an 
organisation’s sales performance. 

To plan for success, prepare for the worst 

With economic turbulence on the horizon and competition set 
to increase across all industries globally, it is not good enough 

for sales teams to rest on their laurels simply because revenue 
and quota attainment targets are being surpassed. A savvy 
leadership team is always striving to improve and prepare for 
less propitious times – and for sales leaders, this means looking 
closer at the detail behind their figures. 

This is where having real-time visibility into quality data 
and the power of technology such as AI can be harnessed 
to produce valuable actionable insights. This will also help 
business units across the company operate more effectively 
too, underpinning the success of the wider business’ top line in 
times of uncertain economic headwinds. 

2017–19: Performance stalls while revenue metrics grow
Based on a global survey of more than 900 global sales leaders 
and professionals (309 in EMEA), Miller Heiman Group’s All 
That Glitters is Not Gold report takes a closer look at the 12 best 
practices that correlate most strongly with sales performance. It 
includes practical advice on how organisations 
can implement these strategies to lessen 
the impact of economic changes on sales 
performance down the road.

Key global stats

• Global GDP: + 10%
• Revenue plan attainment: +7%
• Quota attainment: +7%
• Win rates: +2%
• Customer retention: –3%
• Customer relationships: –4%
• Seller retention: –5%

Key EMEA findings

•  In the last two years, many EMEA sales 
organisations and sales professionals 
increased quota attainment and revenue, with revenue plan 
attainment up 6% and quota attainment up 9% since 2017. 
However, adherence to many sales best practices remains 
low and leading indicators such as seller retention, customer 
retention and customer relationships  
are in decline.  

•  Sales teams increased revenue attainment for a third year in 
a row to 101% in EMEA, with sellers making goals increasing 
to 60%, compared to the record low two years ago. However, 
deal win rates remain at less than 50% – half don’t close – 

and customer retention has dropped by 2%.
•  Greater collaboration across teams is 

required to drive customer experience:  
95% of world-class leaders said sales, 
marketing and customer services are 
effectively aligned on customer wants  
and needs, compared to 31% of all  
EMEA respondents – alignment  
ensures there is one viewpoint for  
the entire customer relationship and  
journey.

•  Sales organisations don’t know how to 
replicate success: 86% of world-class leaders 
said they continually assess why their top 
performers are successful, compared to 
22% of all EMEA respondents. This means 
companies become over reliant on “top 
performers” and don’t understand what  
drives success or how to transfer the 
knowledge between individuals.

2019 World-Class Sales Practices Study: All that Glitters is 
Not Gold, CSO Insights, 2019,  
https://www.millerheimangroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/
CSO_Insights_2019_World_Class_Sales_Practices_Report.pdf. 
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team that we would need a blended-learning approach,” Rainer 
explains. “Bringing sales together in one room for three or more 
days simply makes no sense. 

“More importantly, we wanted to design a programme that 
had various elements that would provide a blended learning 
approach. These elements include traditional classroom 
training, virtual learning, the opportunity to practice ensuring 
behavioural change, a forum to exchange best practices, and a 
post-workshop coaching session.”

NeGOtiate&WIN is a blended learning programme 
designed to deliver maximum impact to our learners in a 
format that fits conveniently into their busy schedules. It’s 
also important to note that the programme was designed in 
response to a thorough analysis of SAP’s business performance 
and learning needs. 

Our business and performance needs analysis included 
over 35 interviews with AEs and sales leadership and a close 
analysis of all KPIs and their relationship to revenue generation. 
The result was a list of KPIs management deemed vital to the 
success of our quota carriers and the subsequent impact they’d 
have on SAP’s 2020 revenue goals. These included: 
• Reducing discounts
• Increasing revenue generation 
• Increasing deal size

 Our learning needs analysis focused on surveys and 
interviews with members of our target audience (AEs) to gauge 
the level of training necessary to boost negotiation skills. 
We also sought to identify the time available in their busy 
schedules to be educated on this topic. 

With our analysis complete, we were able to take 
this information (from both analyses) and design the 
NeGOtiate&WIN programme. We chose to partner with Mercuri 
International, a professional services company specialising in 
negotiations, sales training, and performance training. Due to 
Mercuri’s global experience and ability to provide negotiations 
workshops in local languages, we chose this partner to work 
with both for executing the programme at a local level plus 
further enhancing it based on new studies and best practices. 

At the heart of the programme – over the course of a 
two-day workshop – participants learn a four-phase negotiation 
process (“A Focus on Value”), gaining first-hand experience 
through role plays and coaching from skilled facilitators and 
negotiation coaches.

The results

So, what did the programme achieve? Without any doubt, 
improvements can be seen across all the KPI areas set at the 
very beginning when we designed and planned the programme. 
Measurements were put in place in relation to business metrics, 
participants’ satisfaction and behavioural outcomes, and 
satisfactory outcomes for the customer.

Participant satisfaction rates jumped significantly when 
comparing average pre-workshop and post-workshop outcomes 
for participants. Most notably the programme has seen 9.6% 
and 11.4% jumps in satisfactory outcomes for customers 

and participants respectively. CRM pipeline data analysis 
reveals that the NeGOtiate&WIN programme has also made a 
significant financial impact on the organization:
•  22.65% reduction in anticipated versus achieved discount 

following training
•  37% reduction in discount when comparing last five 

negotiations before training to five after training
• 5.6% increase in revenue generation
• 5.6% increase in deal size

Moving forward

There is no question that acquainting and executing on a 
unified negotiations approach is key to SAP’s aggressive growth 

plans while also executing a “customer first” mentality, ensuring 
customers are getting the best and most out of their SAP 
investment.

To this end, SAP will continue to invest and roll out 
additional NeGOtiate&WIN workshops in 2019 and beyond. 
This will ensure a unified approach to how salespeople are 
negotiating with their customers, while reinforcing global 
targets to reduce discounts and concessions within deals. 

In addition, the programme team will continue to track 
and evaluate measurable business outcomes, to ensure that the 
NeGOtiate&WIN programme provides the expected outcomes 
set by the executive leadership team. 

We will continue to run the programme throughout 2019 
and 2020 and anticipate exceptional business results that will 
help us to achieve our 2020 business goals.

 
Bringing sales together in one room for 
three or more days simply makes no 
sense.
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New, controlled field test 
proves effectiveness of online 
alternative. 

W
hen it comes to creating 
lasting behaviour change in 
salespeople, the assumption 
is that virtual sales skills 

training is a pale imitation of in-person 
classroom training. But what if an online 
training alternative could be proven 
as effective, if not more effective than 
classroom training? Can you imagine the 
possibilities for your business?

Efficiency benefits

•  Reducing up to 50% of the cost  
of training by cutting your related 
travel, classroom, and opportunity 
cost – without having to cut training 
itself.

•  Avoiding the biggest issue your 
leaders have – TOOF (time out of  
field) – by delivering training that’s 
in line with the workflow of your 
participants.

•  Continuing training through tough 
economic times, like when you 
have a travel freeze but strategically 
need training to improve business 
performance.

Effectiveness benefits 

•  Agility – Providing just-in-time training 
instead of just-in-case training. You 
can quickly stand up situational 
training programmes to meet your 
acute strategic needs. Training 
programmes like communicating price 
increases, product launches, cross-
selling opportunities, and renewals 
can be packaged and delivered online 
precisely when you need them.

•  Flexibility – Deliver bespoke training 
instead of a one-size-fits all approach. 
Identify your key performance 
indicators, such as lagging pipeline, 
declining close rates, excessive 

Virtual training 
can be better 
than the 
classroom
 Tim Riesterer




